COCKTAILS

PORNSTAR MARTINI
Sharp passionfruit liqueur and sweet vanilla vodka. A celebration of
flavour with a fun and fruity kick, a real modern classic.

ESPRESSO MARTINI
Vodka blended with velvety coffee liqueur to create a rich and silky
cocktail with a hint of vanilla. Made with real coffee.

MOJITO
A refreshingly crisp combination of rum, mint and lime make this Cuban
cocktail a timeless classic. Served with sparkling soda.

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI
Fresh strawberries, rum & lime make up this irresistibly bright summer
cocktail. Perfectly sweet & dangerously drinkable.

COSMOPOLITAN
A deliciously classic blend of citrus vodka, Cointreau, cranberry and lime.
Delicately balancing sweet and zesty notes.

LYCHEE MARTINI
The unmistakable aroma & sweetness of fresh lychee combine with a
classic vodka martini to make this unforgettably unique cocktail.

ALL COCKTAILS £9.95

ACAI BERRY BRAMBLE
Fresh & fruity acai berry liqueur combined with gin & lemon to create a
refreshing twist on this deliciously sweet & sour cocktail.

AMARETTO SOUR
The distinctive flavour of amaretto paired with the sharpness of freshly
squeezed lemons. Uniquely refreshing and memorable.

ELDERFLOWER COLLINS
The cucumber and elderflower collins is floral, delicate and oh so
refreshing. Made with gin and served with sparkling soda.

NEGRONI
Gin, vermouth and Campari make this sophisticated yet simple Italian
classic. Pairing sweet and bitter notes with a hint of orange.

OLD FASHIONED
Made with bourbon, then lightly sweetened with sugar and aromatised
with bitters. A perfectly balanced smooth American classic.

MANHATTAN
Gin, vermouth and Campari make this sophisticated yet simple Italian
classic. Pairing sweet and bitter notes with a hint of orange.

ALL COCKTAILS £9.95

In collaboration with our cocktail partner
@edmunds_uk, every cocktail you buy will
contribute towards a tree being planted...
So sit back, relax and enjoy.
Saving the planet is thirsty work!

A discretionary 10% service charge is added to all
orders

